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ПІДВИЩЕННЯ ЕНЕРГОЕФЕКТИВНОСТІ ТА ПРОДУКТИВНОСТІ РОБОТИ 

ЦЕНТРУ ОБРОБКИ ДАНИХ З ПЕРЕДБАЧУВАНИМ НАВАНТАЖЕННЯМ 
 

Запропоновано концепцію ефективного комбінування енергоефективного підходу до 

планування задач у серверному кластері центру обробки даних PCPB та стратегії пакування 

задач Backfill. Запропонована концепція дозволяє підвищити енергоефективність обробки 

даних, розподіляти задачі різної розрахункової складності на сервери із відповідними 

розрахунковими можливостями і при цьому використовувати апаратне забезпечення якомога 

ефективніше.  
 

Digital connected world is a concept of our future. In digital world the amount 

of data that needs to be processed is growing every day. Meanwhile, the requirements 

for computing rates and quality of provided services are also increasing. To deal with 

these new challenges large-scale data centers are developed. However, with the 

growth of data centers’ computing power, the amount of electric energy consumed by 

servers is also increasing.  

The structural unit of a modern data center environment is a server cluster. 

Clusters of servers are used for many purposes, including high availability, load 

balancing, and increased computational power. Let’s consider the server cluster to be 

the main object of the proposed concept implementation with opportunity of its 

scaling to the data center environment. 

In [1, 2] PCPB (Power Consumption and Performance Balance) scheduling 

algorithm is described. Its main principle is to schedule the tasks within the server 

cluster considering individual power consumption functions P = f(CPU), – where 

CPU (Central Processing Unit) is the load of central processor in percent – and 

performance of each cluster node. P = f(CPU) function is defined experimentally and 

can vary from node to node. According to PCPB approach, each node should be 

preliminary attested. Within the process of preliminary attestation, the individual 

power consumption functions P = f(CPU) of each node are defined. Within the 

following process of tasks scheduling, the expected total power consumption of the 

cluster is counted according to the P = f(CPU) functions of each node (in case of 

current task in queue allocation to each node alternately). The nodes are further 

sorted by their contribution to the total power consumption and their performance as 

well. The nodes are marked according to gotten values and that node which has the 

best sum of marks for power consumption and performance is chosen to process the 

current task in scheduling queue. The PCPB algorithm allowed reaching up to 10% 

energy efficiency gain and up to 49% of performance gain in heterogenous cluster 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=5&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjXqp__gJfaAhWOhKYKHVOkD1YQFghnMAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.lifewire.com%2Fwhat-is-a-cpu-2618150&usg=AOvVaw2HeAwIkYIoPXes7_3WyhIX


consisting of 20 nodes. 

However, the problem is that the cluster nodes using PCPB are not fully loaded 

by tasks – some resources are idle because of the fact that the next scheduled task is 

too big to be processed by corresponding node until it becomes free. It is possible to 

solve this problem using Backfill approach in addition to PCPB using.  

According to [3], Backfill is a scheduling optimization strategy which allows a 

scheduler to make better use of available resources by running jobs out of order.  

The input information for Backfill is: 

1. the time moments, when the most priority job will be able to start; 

2. the requirements for this job to be processed. 

Backfill output – the jobs with lower priority, that can be started before, so they 

do not delay the highest priority job. For the moment when the most prioritized job is 

able to start the resources are anyway reserved for it. It means that only those jobs, 

that do not interfere with this reservation, can be started before. 

In [4] a modification for Backfill algorithm is proposed. Authors consider, that 

traditional Backfill main disadvantage is that it schedules small jobs first, which 

causes fragmentation. The new proposed approach is called IBA (Improved Backfill 

Algorithm) and it uses BS (balanced spiral) strategy additionally. To improve 

Backfill algorithm authors of [4] propose to take into account the consistency of free 

resources volume and tasks volume (requirements), not only starting scheduling from 

the smallest one.  

In our research it is proposed to combine Backfill algorithm and PCPB 

scheduling methods to schedule tasks with the highest energy efficiency and use 

hardware as efficient as possible. 

Concept description: 

Tasks, that come to the server cluster of N nodes with different physical 

characteristics. Tasks are organized in a queue. Each task is characterized by its 

computational complexity (the number of floating point operations) and its 

requirements for the processing system Vreq – the minimal volume of RAM that is 

needed for task processing, kcore_req – number of cores that are going to be reserved 

by the task, tmax – maximum time of task processing (the processing is terminated, if 

exceeded). 

Stage I. Tasks classification and PCPB scheduling  

1. According to the modified PCPB approach, tasks are classified into groups 

according to their computation complexity (two groups of “hard” tasks and “simple” 

tasks, as for the simplest example). The threshold defining problem is solved for each 

particular situation and based on statistics data. 

2. For “hard” tasks the pool of the most energy efficient servers is allocated, the 

pool of the least energy efficient servers is allocated for “simple” tasks as well.  

3. Tasks are distributed among the servers in each servers’ pool respectively 

using the PCPB scheduling approach. Thus, the tasks are scheduled to the most 

energy efficient nodes with the best performance first (Fig.1).  

Stage II. Backfill using for better hardware utilization 

4. In case there is no place in server pool for the next task in queue, the Backfill 

approach is used. Thus, the small tasks are extracted from the queue and “backfilled” 



to the first server which has free resources for it.  

The Backfill is used for group of energy efficient servers first. In case of the lack 

of resources in the pool of energy efficient servers, Backfill algorithm is used for the 

group of less efficient servers.  

 
 

Fig. 1. PCPB scheduling according to the modified algorithm 

 (for two types of tasks and servers respectively) 
 

Thus, the following goals are achieved: 

- More energy efficient servers are fully loaded with the tasks – the hardware is 

used more efficiently; 

- Servers with poor energy efficiency are loaded with those tasks that do not 

require high performance;  

- The tasks processing performance is improved by packing tasks densely. 

The proposed approach allows increasing tasks processing performance as well 

as energy efficiency in server cluster by using PCPB energy aware scheduling 

algorithm and Backfill strategy to improve hardware efficiency.  
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